Chemical modifications of respiratory complex I for structural and functional studies.
Studies on chemical modifications of bacterial and mitochondrial complex I by synthetic chemical probes as well as endogenous chemicals have provided useful information on the structural and functional aspects of this enzyme. We herein reviewed recent studies that investigated chemical modifications of complex I by endogenous chemicals (e.g. Cys-S-nitrosation, Cys-S-glutathionylation, and Ser-O-phosphorylation) and synthetic reagents (e.g. Cys-SH modification by SH-reagents and the cross-linking of nearby subunits by bifunctional cross-linkers). We also reviewed recent photoaffinity labeling studies using complex I inhibitors, which can be recognized as "site-specific modification" by synthetic chemicals. In addition, we discussed the possibility of site-specific modification by various functional probes via ligand-directed tosylate (LDT) chemistry as a promising approach for unique biophysical studies on complex I.